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A Message from the Northern Dutchess Alliance President:
The Northern Dutchess Alliance aims to create a broad-based and inclusive institutional structure for regional
cooperation and economic development throughout Northern Dutchess County with a public process that will lead
to the implementation of the goals, ideas and policies established by the members of Northern Dutchess Alliance.
Recently, there has been a significant focus on short-term rentals (STR) throughout Dutchess County and
most NDA communities have been discussing STRs. While only the Village of Rhinebeck currently has adopted
regulations, many others are working on drafting regulations for their community. As anyone who has been
involved in this process knows, it is a difficult and lengthy effort. Short-term rental issues make the news
regularly and short-term rentals are found throughout communities, often unexpectedly. These situations
make short-term rental discussions a hot-topic for municipal leaders and members of the community.
As part of the NDA mission to create a broad-based and inclusive institutional structure for regional cooperation
and economic development, the NDA decided that undertaking a quick assessment of short-term rental issues
and opportunities as seen through the lens of our members was important. It is timely – only one community
has adopted regulations while many others are considering them, it is a major topic of discussion here at
home and across the world, and a topic of differing importance even among NDA members. STRs are an
increasing presence in our communities as their numbers increased 31% from 2017-2018 in Dutchess County.
This assessment is intended to complement the Dutchess County Department of Planning and Development
effort with a focus on Northern Dutchess municipalities and suggestions for next steps for communities
looking to adopt, or in the process of adopting, regulations for STRs. This assessment also provides a baseline
from which Alliance members can see how things progress over time and whether some of the assessments
and predictions play-out as anticipated. Finally, this assessment provides the basis for continuing, in more detail,
discussions and coordination efforts across NDA municipalities as STR regulation implementation continues.
On behalf of the Northern Dutchess Alliance Board of Directors, I hope you find this Assessment educational
and useful. We believe that this document will assist in advancing both community discussions and regional
coordination of short-term rental issues and opportunities. As an organization focused on identifying
solutions that benefit the region as a whole, our success counts upon support from people and organizations
working together throughout Northern Dutchess County. If you have any questions about this document
or would like information on how you can join our effort, please contact info@northerdutchess.org.
With Appreciation,

Mary Ann Johnson
Mary Ann Johnson
President
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Short-term rentals in Northern
Dutchess County
Short-term rentals (STRs) have exploded in popularity and availability in the last few years. A quick search of the internet
shows that there is no lack of online sources to book a short-term rental practically anywhere in the world and the
options are endless. Short-term rentals can be a whole house or just a room in a home, a tent or RV, even treehouses
and one-of-a kind rentals built in some of the most unexpected places, and from the most unexpected materials.
Municipalities across the world, not just in New York State or even Dutchess County, have been
grappling with the issue of how to manage and regulate a seemingly high-demand “sharing
economy” accommodation option and desire for the economic development opportunities they
afford with the legitimate concerns of full-time residents and business owners in a community.
For better or worse, the sharing economy is here and it’s impacts - both positive and negative - cannot be ignored.
While short-term rentals are nothing new - renting one’s house has been going on for generations - the big difference
is the proliferation and ease with which people can now rent homes, apartments, rooms and unique spaces. This
document assesses the state of short-term rentals in Northern Dutchess County and has been conducted to help assist
Northern Dutchess Alliance (NDA) communities to collectively address common issues, concerns, and opportunities.
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What are
short-term
rentals?
They can take many forms, but...
At the highest level, short-term rentals are
typically the rental of living quarters for a
period of less than 30 days per rental (typically).
Rentals can take many forms from rooms in
residences to full homes, accessory residences,
carriage houses to RVs, yachts and even planes
and tree houses. Depending on the regulations
in a municipality (or lack of regulations), anything
goes with short-term rentals. Even tenting
has a website devoted to short-term rentals.
There are two basic types of short-term rentals:
Hosted - A proper t y owner lives and
resides on the property while someone
is renting living space on the property.
Unhosted - A property owner does not live or reside
on the property during a rental of the property.
Dedicated vacation rentals fall into this category.
Shor t-term rentals do not typically
include leases or long-term rental options.
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STR Assessment Purpose
This assessment was conducted from
the last quarter of 2019 through the
first quarter of 2020. Direct outreach
and participation was requested
of Northern Dutchess Alliance
member municipalities as well as
other municipalities in the northern
section of Dutchess County, NY.

The Northern Dutchess Alliance, an organization of ten municipalities
located in the northern half of Dutchess County, NY, had been closely
following the efforts of member communities, other communities
in the County and Region, and efforts underway across the United
States, to grasp with the changes in communities overall land use
pattern and attitudes toward the short-term home rental market. For
the most part until recent years, short-term rentals were generally
seen as a small element of the land use fabric that primarily operated
without much notice by residents, businesses, or local officials.
While short-term renting of homes is nothing new to Dutchess County,
New York State or the nation, the development of new online home rental
platforms quickly created a never before seen explosion in the number of
rentals with communities. Whereas prior to the ease of use that is provided
by rental (or homesharing) platforms, house renters had to generally know
about rentals by word-of-mouth, enlisting the assistance of a realtor or
rental agency, or identifying a local or regional rental website directly.
Not too long ago, the effort required to list a home for rent, and undertake
contractual and financial transactions was generally done between a
renter and a homeowner (or authorized local or regional representative).
This transaction generally required an assumption of responsibility
between a renter and owner (or a local third party) which generally
meant that only those who were willing to put in a moderate amount
of time and effort were generally renting their homes for short-term
use (longer-term rentals, such as leases are not a short-term rental).
Recent online rental platforms such as Airbnb, VRBO, and Homeaway,
among others, has made the renting of property extremely easy. Property
owners sign-up, create an ad using the online services template, and
generally undertake all transactions through the site - very little if any
direct contact is made between a renter and a property owner, other than
the acceptance by an owner of a rental request. Financial transactions
are made by the online platform and those platforms have even taken
some responsibility for issues that arise from rental issues. They are also
working with governments to ensure the proper permits have been
obtained and any room taxes are being collected as required by law.
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This has made home renting extremely easy - click, pay, and go. That
simplicity understandbly created tremendous interest by property
owners, and thus very quickly resulted in exponentially more home
rental opportunities in recent years than was generally found in the past.
This simplicty has created financial opportunities for property owners, and
opportunities to provide unique or sometimes desperately needed Shortterm Rental housing in areas which lack adequate accommodations.
These are a valid opportunities and agruments used to promote and
support short-term rentals. However, with just about every opportunity
comes associated issues or concerns. Short-term rentals/renters,
just like day-tripper visitors or residents of a community, can cause
disruptions and quality-of-life issues and concerns in communities.

All land use and zoning issues involve
consideration of trade-offs. This
particular issue, in no small part
because it can potentially benefit
or impact each and every resident
and property in a municipalty,
may just be the most difficult
one for a community to-date.

The major issue currently being grappled with by communities is how
to properly manage, regulate and oversee the proliferation of these
uses while still permitting them to take place within a framework that is
generally acceptable to a community. Regulating a profit-making venture
(business) within a residential structure is nothing new. Home-based
businesses have been around and generally regulated for decades,
however the model of housing visitors within residential structures for
a profit-making venture, particularly when a resident isn’t occupying
the property, has brought about financial benefits for property owners,
but also increasing concerns and problems for communities. It is the
larger community concerns and problems that are being discussed and
regulated to ensure that the health, safety and welfare of residents,
visitors, renters and everyone within our communities is protected
to the maximum extent possible, while still providing opportunities
for residents to make money and support visits to the region.
This assessment provides an overview of efforts underway at the end
of 2019 and beginning of 2020. It is a snapshot in time intended to
inform NDA members of common and unique opportunities and issues,
and to be used as a baseline to assess future STR-related changes.
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Dutchess County
Short-term rental statistics

100%

947

31%

STRs are Everywhere

STRs in Dutchess Co.

Increase in Listings

All municipalities in Dutchess
County have short-term rentals
located within their borders.

Based on an assessment conducted by
the Dutchess County Department of
Planning and Development in August
2019, there are hundreds of shortterm rentals in Dutchess County.

Based on an assessment by
the County, there was a 31%
increase in the number of listings
Countywide from 2017 - 2018.

Data Source: Dutchess County Depart
The Texas Court of Appeals found that part of Austin’s
ordinance was unconstitutional. The public nuisance issues
were already prohibited by law(s) and the ban on large
gatherings infringed on the right to peacful assembly on
private property. On the flip side, a Federal Appeals Court
upheld a Santa Monica ordinance banning most STRs.
Source: CBSaustin.com, latimes.com
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AirBnB’s Chris Lenane, head
interview with CNBC that hosts
property 41 times per year and

Source: CNBC.com - Unwelcom
over illegal short-term rentals
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NDA Members
Short-term rental statistics

100%

421

44.5%

STRs are in every NDA

Total STRs in NDA

STRs in County located in

Member Municipality

Member Municipalities

NDA Municipalities

The number of rentals range from a
low of 6 in the Village of Red Hook to
a high of 90 in the Town of Rhinebeck.
A statistic on the number from Host
Compliance (a company devoted
to tracking short-term rentals)
and numbers assumed by local
officials is detailed in this document.

There are hundreds of short-term
rentals in Northern Dutchess
member coummunities. While
this is the official number from
Host Compliance, local knowledge
suggests the number is higher.

Northern Dutchess Alliance communities
account for 44.5% of the shortterm rentals in Dutchess County!

tment of Planning and Development

of global policy, stated in an
s in the U.S. typically rent their
on average make $6,100/year.

med Guests: AIrbnb, cities battle

Short -term rentals are illegal in buildings with three or
more units in New York. Violators can be fined up to $7,500.
In Miami Beach, FL, short-term rentals are banned and
fines for violations are significant, ranging from $20,000
for the first violation to $100,000 for a fifth violation!
Sources: CNBC.com - Unwelcomed Guests:
AIrbnb, cities battle over illegal short-term rental
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NDA member STR
survey results

2020 STR Survey Assessment
Northern Dutchess Alliance communities participated in a short survey to gauge the qualitative presence and
impact of short-term rentals on the community. Survey questions ranged from estimates of the number of rentals
in each community to the level of general discussion in the community regarding short-term rentals, and the status
of any local laws or reguations that were being considered (or not), developed, or had been recently adopted.
While the sample size of the survey was small, the input was provided by local elected and appointed
officials who have their finger on the pulse of their community and represent the communities interests.

100%

4
of
10

8
of
10

Survey Response Rate

High Priority Ranking

See STR #’s Increasing

The Alliance received participation
from all member municipalities.
The sur vey also includes 2
municipalities outside the Alliance
that completed the survey (Town
of Amenia & Town of Pine Plains).

Of the ten survey responses returned
representing NDA communities, four
communities ranked short-term
rentals as a high priority issue (5 of
12 total surveys). Three, including one
non-NDA community, ranked STRs a
low priority issue for their municipality.

Eight of ten NDA communities (9
of 12 respondents) responded that
they expect the number of short-term
rentals to increase in their municipality.
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Member Feedback

More rentals along the Hudson River?
It seems so! The survey shows that riverfront communities estimated that they had the most short-term rentals of NDA
(and the two participating non-NDA) communities. The Town of Rhinbeck, Village of Rhinebeck, and Town of Red Hook
all estimated the highest totals of short-term rentals (more than 100, 26 to 50, and 51 to 100, respectively). Utilizing the
number of short-term rentals from Host Compliance, compiled by the Dutchess County Planning Department using
August 2019 numbers, this finding seems to be generally supported by the data. For the County as a whole, eight of the
top 11 (there was a tie for the 10th highest number of short-term rentals) rental communities were along the riverfront.

STR Opportunities - Location, Location, Location?
The 2020 survey of member communities, along with the Dutchess County Host Compliance August 2019 data, generally
confirmed that short-term rentals are somewhat more prevalent in riverfront and western communities than they are in the
eastern or interior communities. There are a few outliers to this finding, of course, and a myriad of possibilities for this ranging
from housing stock and ownership type and the just a statistical probability of more rentals in communities with more
housing units. That said, it is certainly feasible that the location along the Hudson River, the Amtrak Rail Line, Route 9, and in
closer proximity I-87 make riverfront communities somewhat more likely to have rental properties. These locations are also
where the rankings of STRs have been identified by local officials as a high/higher priority issue based on the survey results.
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STRs are Being
Discussed with the
Public
Eight municipalities are actively
discussing short-term rentals with
the public and/or at public meetings
(one includes a non-NDA community).

These are Relatively
Recent Discussions

2017 - 2019

Seven municipalities have been
discussing STRs with the public for
less than two years and only one has
discussed STRs for over two years.

Regulations are Being
Drafted
Only one municipality, the Village
of Rhinebeck, has adopted STR
regulations as of the drafting of
this document. Eight communities
that answered the sur vey
are working on regulations.
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Perceived STR
Regulation Sentiment
by the Public

No Opinion
25%

Both Positive and
Negative
33%

The survey asked respondents about
the general sentiment regarding
the existence or potential for STR
regulations. The results produced
a mixed-bag - six communities felt
that their residents saw both positive
and negative aspects of regulations;
three saw generally positive benefits;
one generally negative aspects; three
stated that there has been no notable
public opinion on the issue, and
one stated that regulations of any
kind are generally seen as negative.

Positive
25%

Negative
17%

Perceived STR Impacts

Perception

4

3

Three respondents noted STRs have
brought about positive impacts to
their community and one noted
negative impacts. Four have seen
positive and negative impacts,
three have not seen impacts locally,
and one respondent was unsure.

2

1

0

Negative

Unsure

Neither

Positive

Both
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Dutchess County STR
municipal survey results
Survey Findings: Opportunities, Concerns & Unknowns

Top Concerns

Top Opportunities

It comes as no surprise that the results of the County survey mirror those of the NDA Survey. In general, municipal leaders
have found short-term rentals to be both a potential positive and negative element of their communities. Most, but not
all, seem to agree that some regulation or oversight is generally needed to permit the use while protecting the community.

Additional

Provides

Increased

Income for

Lodging Where

Tourism &

Property

There Isn’t

Economic

Owners

Enough

Development

Day-to-Day

Housing

Neighborhood

Quality

Availability

Character &

Of

&

Sense of

Life

Affordability

Community

Source: The Dutchess County Department of Planning and Development.The Department conducted a survey of local municipal
officials and staff in 2019 to gather baseline information on the current status of STRs in Dutchess County and to identify concerns
and opportunities regarding them. Their findings were released in the September/October 2019 “Plan on It” Dutchess County
Planning Federation eNewsletter. Thanks to the Department for providing results from NDA communities for use in this document.
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Tourism and
Dutchess County
Tourism is a significant element of the economy in Dutchess County.
It is also a driver of STR demand. Many tourism assessments of the
Hudson Valley and Dutchess County have been conducted. Some of
the more Short-term Rental focused statistics include the following:

1

Tourism spending in Dutchess County increased 5.9%
from 2016 to 2017 for a total spend of over $601.5 million.
This is a 25% increase in tourism spending from 2013. 1

2

In 2017, over 4.75 million people (est.) visited Dutchess County. 1

3

Tourism is estimated to have generated a total of $43 million in local taxes. 1

4

Tourism is New York State’s fourth largest industry and employs
11,239 people in Dutchess County, an increase of 7.2% from 2016. 1

5

As it relates to the potential influence on lodging and Short-term
Rentals, in 2010 (the most recent year with available data) approximately 19% of tourism spending in Dutchess County was for lodging.2

6

Hospitality and Tourism was the 5th largest employment
category by traded cluster in Dutchess County in 2016. 3

Sources: 1 ILoveNY (2017 data), 2The Economic Impact of Tourism in New York
(2010 data), 3 Hudson Valley Regional Council (2018 data)
It’s easy to see how significant tourism is to the County and the
Northern Dutchess area. The NDA survey found that most community
representatives (87%) see online services being the predominant source
for marketing and advertising of short-term rentals. The statistics from
Dutchess County show that there are hundreds of rentals online in the
area. This makes renting in the Northern Dutchess area easy, quick, and
convenient. Combine this finding with the fact that 67% of respondents
did not feel that there were adequate lodging facilities in the Northern
Dutchess area and it is easy to see where short-term rentals fill a need one that is not currently being fulfilled by “traditional” lodging options.
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Local Draws

Local Accessibility

The reasons to visit are seemingly endless. Northern
Dutchess has many elements that attract tourists. The
largest physical attraction is the County Fairgrounds
located in Rhinebeck. With the County Fair, Sheep &
Wool and other large draws taking place annually,
the attraction to the area for visitors from within and
beyond the Northern Dutchess Area is significant.

The region has great transportation access. Northern
Dutchess is directly accessible from the west by the Route
199 bridge that enters Dutchess County in Rhinebeck, just
south of Red Hook. Route 9, Route 22/44 and the Taconic
State Parkway traverse the region north to south. Route
199, and other local and county roads provide east-west
access. AMTRAK serves the region with a stop in Rhinecliff
(Hudson to the north and Poughkeepsie to the south).
The region is also served by Dutchess County Public
Transit with the Route C Poughkeepsie Transit Hub to
Tivoli bus which runs on Route 9 to Red Hook, and then
connects to Route 9G for its final stop in the Village of Tivoli.

Numerous other attractions throughout the region also draw
in visitors, as does the general landscape and location of the
area. Restaurants, agri-tourism, and unique event locations
all cater to and attract visitors to this part of the County.

For those looking to fly in to the area, commercial aviation
is nearby at Stewart International Airport in Orange
County (with others in NYC metro area, Albany, and
general aviation airports throughout the Hudson Valley).
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Conclusion:
Why are STR discussions needed now?
Commonly Heard STR
Benefits & Concerns

Lodging Needs

The short-term rental market is an every Health, Safety, Welfare
changing element of the fabric of our
communities and is worthy of periodic
Tourism
assessment and discussion. It has potential
Quality of Life
direct positive and negative impacts on
quality of life, tourism, income opportunity
Income Opportunities
for property owners,and even municipal
budgeting. But as a land use that can Economic Development
seemingly be located just about anywhere,
Equity With Similar Land Uses
municipal oversight to ensure appropriate
and safe location of these uses is generally in order. Based on the NDA survey,
7 out of 10 NDA communities (9 of 12 of all communities) stated that they
see significant traveler spending in their community. That same survey shows
that no NDA communities feel that they have the lodging facilities needed to
accommodate travelers and vistors to the Northern Dutchess area.
Housing Affordability

The level of impact may
vary by community, but
Short-term
most ever yone agrees
rentals
that the impacts of shortnumbers are
term rentals will grow.
on the rise over a 30% increase in total rentals from
2017-2018 (Dutchess County Department
of Planning and Development). With over
40% of short-term rentals being located in
Northern Dutchess County, the likelihood
of a significant percentage of additional
short-term rentals popping up in the area
in the future is high. Northern Dutchess
is, after all, a very desirable location to
work, live, and play. Tourism is a major
element of the economy and needs to
be properly supported and balanced
to ensure property owners, residents,
businesses and visitors can all enjoy what
Northern Dutchess has to offer.

If there was a definiton for the “perfect” scenario from which to assess the
early stages of short-term rentals and develop a baseline, it would seem
that existing conditions in Northern Dutchess could be just that scenario.
The timing of the undertaking of this assessment by the Northern Dutchess
Alliance may just be looked back to, and referenced in the future, as just such
a baseline from which members and others will be able to assess how shortterm rental issues, opportuniites, regulations, and discussions succeeded in
bringing about the change desired by each community.

From support for tourism and additional
income for property owners to concerns
about the health, safety and welfare of
residents and property owners, most
everyone has an opinion on the viability
In summary, municipalities throughout the country are looking to regulate
and desirability of short-term rentals.
short-term rentals. Many communities are figuring out how they want to
For communities currently grappling with regulate STRs as a result of this growth and the proliferation of STRs. The
the impacts - both positive and negative American Planning Association notes that “communities with an abundance
- to those who have yet to see noticable of affordable rental housing and relatively inelastic demand for conventional
impacts, short-term rentals are here to short-term lodging space may not feel the need to add new standards or
stay and likely to become more prolific procedures to their codes…However, in places with a surge in home sharing
as the years pass.
combined with a shortage of affordable rental housing or unmet demand for
rooms in hotels or motels, new standards and procedures may be appropriate“
Good planning practice dictates
(APA PAS Quick Notes No. 56: Regulating Short-Term Rentals).
assessing current and potential issues
and opportunities over a wide-ranging Municipalities across the country, and across the world, are all grappling
set of focus areas. It is for this reason with issues related to how best to fit STRs into the landscape. From land
that it is not too early for all Northern use regulations, code compliance and enforcement issues, to tourism and
Dutchess communities to at least engage economic development, it is evident that Northern Dutchess municipalities
in a discussion of short-term rentals, and and the Northern Dutchess Alliance are acting appropriately and judiciously to
keep the dialogue open with constituents. properly address the needs, concerns and opportunities in their communities.
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Considerations for drafting an
Community Input
•

What does your community want to see?
» There are tradeoffs to all decisions.

•
»
•

What are the trends in the region?
How can regulations work to protect the needs of each municipality but also work toward regional goals?

How much community input has there been on the topic?
» This issue always seems to get significant attention.

Regulations Criteria
•
»
•

Location:
Where should STRs be permitted?

Hosted/Unhosted:
» Should rentals require someone on-site during rentals?

•
»

Length of Stay:
STRs should be less than 30 days.

•

Specific site details:
» Parking, proximity to other homes

•

Owner requirements:
» Garbage removal, maximum capacity

•
»

20

Safety:
Should an inspection be required?
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STR ordinance & next steps
Process and Procedure
•

Applications:
» Who reviews applications? Do they go to the Planning Board for review? How long is an application valid - is it an annual
approval/permit?

•

Costs:
» Can existing cost schedules be used or do they need to be updated? Who covers the cost - is it all borne by the
municipality, the applicant, or should it be a shared cost?

•

Fines and fees for violations:
» What should the fines be for violations? Are there existing fine schedules that can be used? Some municiplities charge a
significant amount of money for violating short-term rental regulations.

•
»

•
»

Enforcement:
Short-term rental regulations will require an enforcement element. Regulations will almost certainly add additional
staffing time and needs, possibly at irregular hours.
Who can apply for an STR?
Decisions need to be made regarding who will qualify for an STR use. It could be that anyone owning property will be
eligible, however, communities have instituted restrictions on who can run an STR, how many they can run, and what
type of entity can run one (property owner by name only, an LLC, Corporation, etc.).

Potential Next Steps:
•
•
•
•

Consider developing a committee to regularly discuss STR-related efforts underway in the area and across the country.
Report back to the full Northern Dutchess Alliance with any useful findings, issues or opportunities.
Share work that is occurring throughout the area.
Use the wealth of information already available from those who have gone through the process already. No need to
reinvent the wheel, but there is a significant rationale to understand what works, and does not, for others.
Use the assessment as a baseline to assess where communities are in the future. Have things advanced as anticipated? If
not, why not - what changed?
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Sources & Links
The following is a list of reference sources used in this document, short-term rental related resources and links. It is intended
as a reference and is not necessarily a comprehensive listing. It in no way is an endorsement or suggestion to use any
particular source or resouce.

Sources:
Northern Dutchess Alliance:
northerndutchessalliance.org
Dutchess County Department of Planning and Development:
dutchessny.gov/Departments/Planning/planning.htm
ILOVENY
https://www.iloveny.com/thebeat/post/economic-impact-of-tourism-continues-to-soar-visitor-spending-in-dutchess-up-25over-last-5-years/
Hudson Valley Regional Council
https://hudsonvalleyregionalcouncil.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Appendices.pdf
The Economic Impact of Tourism in New York: 2010 Calendar Year - Hudson Valley Focus. Tourism Economics, An Oxford
Economics Company
http://catskillcitizens.org/learnmore/NYSTourismImpactHudsonValley.pdf
CNBC Online - Unwelcome Guests: Airbnb, cities battle over illegal short-term rentals (May 24, 2018)
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/05/23/unwelcome-guests-airbnb-cities-battle-over-illegal-short-term-rentals.html
American Planning Association
APA PAS Quick Notes No. 56: Regulating Short-Term Rentals
Popular Online Rental Sources (there are over 100 “mainstream” STR websites):
www.airbnb.com
www.vrbo.com
www.homeaway.com
www.booking.com
www.flipkey.com
www.couchsurfing.org
www.craigslist.com
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Appendix
1) Northern Dutchess Alliance short-term rental survey - copy
2) Northern Dutchess Alliance short-term rental survey - summarized results
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NDA Short-term Rental Municipal Questionnaire
The Northern Dutchess Alliance has initiated a study to assess current Short-term Rental efforts, needs,
and considerations of our member communities. This is the first outreach and data collection effort being
conducted as part of this effort.
Please ensure that your community is included in this effort by taking five to ten minutes to complete this
survey and providing as much information as possible - this initial effort will set the baseline for the
remainder of the project and is a vital component to the success of this project.
* Required

1. 1) Which municipality do you represent? *
Mark only one oval.
Village of Tivoli
Town of Red Hook
Village of Red Hook
Town of Milan
Town of Rhinebeck
Village of Rhinebeck
Town of Stanford
Town of Clinton
Town of Hyde Park
Town of Pleasant Valley
Town of Pine Plains
Town of Amenia
Village of Millerton
2. 2) How significant a priority is the Short-term rental issue to your municipality? *
Mark only one oval.
1
Low

2

3

4

5
High

3. 3) How many Short-term rentals (number of properties/listings) do you estimate are operating
within your municipality? *
Mark only one oval.
Under 25
26 to 50
51 to 100
More than 100
4. 4) Do you expect this number to increase, decrease, or stay about the same over time? *
Mark only one oval.
Decrease
Stay about the same
Increase
5. 5) Has your municipality been actively discussing Short-term rentals with the public/at public
meetings?
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No
Not Sure
6. 6) If the answer above is yes, how long has your municipality been publicly discussing the
issue?
Mark only one oval.
Less than 12 months
12-24 months
Greater than 24 months
Other:
7. 7) In your opinion, does your community want the municipality to regulate Short-term rentals?
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No
Not Sure/No clear public sentiment
Other:
8. 8) Is your community currently working to develop regulations or guidelines, or has it adopted
regulations or guidelines specifically to manage and/or regulate Short-term rentals? *
Mark only one oval.
Yes - currently developing regulations or guidelines
Yes - have adopted regulations or guidelines
No - are not working on developing regulations/guidelines and have not adopted
regulations/guidelines

9. Note: If you have draft or approved regulations or guidelines, we would appreciate obtaining a
copy for review. These will be used to develop a matrix of common elements/regulations
being utilized by Northern Dutchess Alliance Communities. Please send a PDF copy to
jlevy@planning4places.com.

10. 9) In your opinion, what are the general feelings of residents in your community regarding the
need to regulate Short-term rentals?
Mark only one oval.
Generally Positive (i.e. regulations/guidelines are needed)
Generally Negative (i.e. regulations/guidelines are not needed)
Both (i.e. generally see regulations/guidelines as needed but also have concerns about more
regulations/guidelines)
Other:
11. 10) In your opinion, have Short-term rentals impacted your community (have residents voiced
specific concerns or comments):
Mark only one oval.
Negatively impacted
Positively impacted
Not positively or negatively impacted
Both positively and negatively impacted
Other:
12. 11) In general, how are/will the costs of administering Short-term rentals in your community
be handled/are proposed to be handled?
Mark only one oval.
Split between the municipality and an applicant (i.e. not all the municipal costs are being offset by a fee)
Covered solely by the municipality (i.e. no applicant fees are being collected)
Covered solely by a property owner/applicant (i.e. all municipal costs are offset by fees
collected)
Other:

13. 12) What type of marketing/advertising service(s) do you believe are being used in your
community for Short-term rentals?
Check all that apply.
Online Services
Real Estate Agent
Word of Mouth
Other:
14. 13) A 2010 Tourism Impact Analysis showed that the Hudson Valley was the third largest
region in NYS (behind NYC and Long Island) for traveler spending and lodging accounted for
19% of traveler spending. A more recent tourism analysis showed 2017 tourism spending in
Dutchess County increased 5.9% from 2016 and 25% from 2014, with an estimated 4.75 million
people visiting the county annually. Do you see significant traveler spending in your
municipality?
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No
Not Sure
15. 14) Does your community have the lodging facilities you feel are needed to accommodate
travelers and visitors to the Northern Dutchess area?
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No
Not Sure
Other:
16. 15) Do you have any comments or questions regarding Short-term rentals? Please provide
any additional thoughts here:
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NDA Short-Term Rental Municipal Questionnaire

15 responses submitted (100% participation by NDA Member Municipalities)

1) Which municipality do you represent?
15 responses

NDA Short-Term Rental Municipal Questionnaire
cont’d

2) How significant a priority is the short-term rental issue to your municipality?
15 responses

Low

High

NDA Short-Term Rental Municipal Questionnaire
cont’d

3) How many short-term rentals (number of properties/listings) do you estimate are
operating within your municipality?
15 responses

NDA Short-Term Rental Municipal Questionnaire
cont’d

4) Do you expect this number to increase, decrease, or stay about the same over time?
15 responses

NDA Short-Term Rental Municipal Questionnaire
cont’d

5) Has your municipality been actively discussing short-term rentals with the public/at
public meetings?
15 responses

NDA Short-Term Rental Municipal Questionnaire
cont’d

6) If the answer above is yes, how long has your municipality been publicly discussing
the issue?
9 responses

NDA Short-Term Rental Municipal Questionnaire
cont’d

7) In your opinion, does your community want the municipality to regulate
short-term rentals?
15 responses

NDA Short-Term Rental Municipal Questionnaire
cont’d

8) Is you community currently working to develop regulations or guidelines, or has it adopted
regulations or guidelines specifically to manage and/or regulate short-term rentals?
15 responses

NDA Short-Term Rental Municipal Questionnaire
cont’d

9) In your opinion, what are the general feelings of residents in your community
regarding the need to regulate short-term rentals?
15 responses
Generally Positive (i.e. regulations/guidelines
are needed)
Generally Negative (i.e. regulations/guidelines
are needed)
Both positively and negatively impacted
Generally against regulations of any kind
No discussion or interest on the issue
Not received any input
No community opinion

NDA Short-Term Rental Municipal Questionnaire
cont’d

10) In your opinion, have short-term rentals impacted your community (have residents
voiced specific concerns or comments)?
15 responses
Negatively impacted
Positively impacted
Not positively or negatively
impacted
Both positively and negatively
impacted
Those who utilize STRs appreciate
income opportunity. No negative
sentiment
Unsure

NDA Short-Term Rental Municipal Questionnaire
cont’d

11) In general, how are/will the costs of administering short-term rentals in your
community be handled/are proposed to be handled?
15 responses
Split between the municipality and an
applicant
Covered solely by the municipality
Covered solely by property owner
TBD
One-time fee for applicants
Don’t anticipate regulating STRs
Have not discussed this issue
Have not done calculations

NDA Short-Term Rental Municipal Questionnaire
cont’d

12) What type of marketing/advertising do you believe is being used in your community
for short-term rentals?
15 responses

Number of Responses

NDA Short-Term Rental Municipal Questionnaire
cont’d

13) A 2010 Tourism Impact Analysis showed that the Hudson Valley was the third
largest region in NYS (behind NYC and Long Island) for traveler spending and lodging
accounted for 19% of traveler spending. A more recent tourism analysis showed 2017
tourism spending in Dutchess County increased 5.9% from 2016 and 25% from 2014,
with an estimated 4.75 million people visiting the county annually. Do you see
significant traveler spending in your municipality?
15 responses

NDA Short-Term Rental Municipal Questionnaire
cont’d

14) Does your community have the lodging facilities you feel are needed to
accommodate travelers and visitors to the Northern Dutchess area?
15 responses
Yes
No
Not sure
We have accommodations in our
community
Hotels & motels – no
No Hotels or motels

